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Abstract 

Massive trivial redundancy alarm information with high error alarm rate, generated 

by network security defense equipment, causes great difficulty in alarm analysis and 

understanding. In allusion to the research on this problem, an improved multi-source 

heterogeneous data fusion scheme is proposed in this paper to comprehensively analyze 

such attributes as alarm type, source IP, destination IP, destination port and time interval 

and summarize four rules, thus to dynamically update the time interval threshold value 

during the fusion process and improve the fusion accuracy. The experiment result shows 

that such method can efficiently reduce the quantity of the heterogeneous alarm 

information, and obtain accurate super-alarm data, as well as realize the ability for 

timely processing the alarm information. 
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1. Introduction 

Along with the development of computer technology, there are more and more network 

security problems. Boundary defense equipment (firewall, IDS, etc.), access control, flow 

monitoring, auditing system, log retention and equipment management service are used 

together for the security protection of the computer network. However, massive trivial 

redundancy alarm information with high error alarm rate, generated by network security 

defense equipment, can cause great difficulty in alarm analysis and understanding, and 

such alarm information not only directly influences the attack analysis and the timely 

response to the attack, but also occupies a lot of processing time of the security 

administrator. Therefore, how to fuse massive heterogeneous alarm information, design 

an efficient alarm fusion algorithm and establish a uniform alarm platform to really reflect 

the present network security condition becomes a difficult problem to be solved. 

 

2. Improved Multi-Source Heterogeneous Alarm Fusion Scheme 
 

2.1. Alarm Preprocessing Stage 

Due to the non-uniform format, the multi-source heterogeneous alarm data cannot be 

overall analyzed. IDMEF Error! Reference source not found. data model can provide a 

standard specification for the interoperability among the security equipment. IDMEF 

format is adopted in this paper to uniformly format these heterogeneous alarm data for 

future fusion and analysis. 

Firstly, it is necessary to analyze various alarm data to describe original alarm A as the 

following multi-component system form: A (id, detector_id, alarm_class, src_ip, dst_ip. 

dst_port, start_time, end_time), wherein id represents alarm information ID; detector_id 
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represents alarm generating equipment ID; alarm_class represents the attack type; src_ip 

represents attack source ip address; dst_ip represents attack target ip address; dst_port 

represents attack target port; start_time represents attack start time; end_time represents 

attack end time. 

The multi-component system form of super-alarm SA is as follows: SA (id, 

detector_ids, alarm_calss, src_ip, dst_ip, dst_port, start_time, end_time, alarm_count, 

orig_alarmids, attack_mode), wherein alarm_count represents the number of the original 

alarms included in the super-alarm; start_time represents the initial time of an attack; 

end_time represents the latest end time of an attack; detector_ids represents equipment ID 

set; orig_alarmids represents the corresponding original alarm ID set which can be used 

for tracing the original alarms; attack_mode represents the attack mode; A1, A2, A3 and 

A4 are the four rules introduced subsequently. 

The conversion of the multi-source heterogeneous alarm data into above multi-

component system form is favorable for uniformly processing the multi-source 

heterogeneous alarms in order to solve the alarm heterogeneous problem. 

 

2.2. Alarm Fusion 

 

2.2.1. Feature Selection Rule Analysis 

According to the analysis of actual network attack patterns Error! Reference source 

not found., there are following three attack conditions: 

(1) Distributed attack from multi-source to single destination, such as denial of service 

attack; 

(2) Attack from single-source to multi-destination, such as various scanning attack 

activities; 

(3) Intrusion activity from single-source to single-destination, such as exploitation of 

vulnerability and password guess. 

According to the attack patterns, the following four rules are defined for the alarm 

fusion: 

 Alert 1: the alarms with the same attribute array (alarm_class，src_ip，dst_ip，
dst_port) is regarded as one type, and such description is adopted for a series of 

alarms probably generated by the same security incident, for example web attack. 

 Alert 2: the alarms with the same attribute array (alarm_class，src_ip，dst_ip) is 

regarded as one type, and such description is adopted for a series of attacks 

probably from the same source to a certain independent target, for example, port 

scanning, exploitation of vulnerability, and password guess. 

 Alert 3: the alarm fusion with the same attribute array (alarm_class, dst_ip) is 

regarded as one type, and such description is adopted for the attack behaviors 

probably from multi-source to a target, for example, denial of service attack (ping 

Flood, YN Flood, UDP Flood). 

 Alert 4: the alarm fusion with the same attribute array (alarm_class, src_ip) is 

regarded as one type, and such description is adopted for the attack behaviors from 

the same source to multi-target, for example, scanning attack and Proxy Hunter. 

For the alarm fusion methods of the above four attack patterns, the priority is orderly 

reduced from Alert 1 to Alert 4. The above four rules include the rule preparation for 

attack type feature and space feature. The time feature will be analyzed in the following 

paragraph. 
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2.2.2. Determination of Time Interval Threshold Value and the Dynamic Update 

Technology Thereof 

The original alarm generated by a continuous attack usually appears in a recent period, 

so the time interval is another important constraint condition of the alarm fusion, and only 

the alarm data within a certain time interval may be fused. 

In most alarm fusion processing, the fixed time interval threshold value Error! 

Reference source not found. and the time interval Error! Reference source not found. 

are commonly adopted as the judgment basis. The key of this method is to determine the 

maximum time interval t or the time interval for each type of attack. If t or the interval is 

too small, then “insufficient fusion” will be caused; if t or the interval is too large, then 

the “excessive fusion” will be caused. Therefore, although it is simple to set the fixed time 

threshold value at a small overhead, yet the redundancy and inaccuracy problems will be 

caused and the determination of the threshold value depends on expert knowledge. The 

relative mean square error of the time interval is introduced in this paper as the dynamic 

update coefficient to dynamically update the time interval threshold value so as to 

determine the fusion time interval. 

If original alarm sequence is set as Es (e1, e2,…,en), the time detected by original 

alarm ei is set as ts (t1, t2,…,tn), and iii tt  1 ( i=1，2，…,n-1) represents the time 

interval between ei and ei+1, then the adjacent alarm time interval is 121 ,,, n  . 

The dynamic update formula is as follows: 

iii tt  1       i=1，2，…,n-1                                                (1) 

1


n
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  * avgavgT                                                        (5) 

Where avg is the mean value of the time interval;   is the mean square error of the 

time interval;   *
is the relative square error of the time interval, namely the dynamic 

update coefficient of the time interval threshold value; T is the time interval threshold 

value dynamically updated. Dynamic update formula (5) is based on the mean value of 

the time interval avg , and   *
is regarded as the coefficient to calculate the final time 

interval threshold value T. 

At the arrival of new alarm ei, it is necessary to calculate time interval 1i for the 

former alarm ei-1 with the same type: if Ti 1 is true, then ei and ei-1 can meet the 

fusion condition and ei should be fused; or else, ei should not be fused but should be 

regarded as a new super-alarm start. For each fusion, the relative mean square 

error   * of the corresponding time interval will be updated once, so T value will be 

more and more approximate to the actual time interval threshold value along with the 

increase of the number of the alarms in original alarm sequence. 

The advantages of introducing the method for dynamically updating the time interval 

threshold value are as follows: 1) this method can will adapt to different attack speeds; 2) 

this method aims at adjusting the time threshold value according to the time interval 

fluctuation for automatically updating the threshold value, without depending on the 

expert knowledge to set the time interval threshold value. 
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2.3. Alarm Fusion Algorithm 

The input of the alarm fusion algorithm is the comprehensive alarm library formed by 

the preprocessed alarm information generated by the security defense equipment, and the 

output is the fused super-alarms able to represent massive alarms. 

For the first fusion, it is necessary to set a maximum time interval threshold value 

allowed by users as the default value, or train some data before alarming and preliminarily 

determine a time interval threshold value as the initial threshold value. During the fusion 

process, the time interval threshold value is continuously updated. The specific alarm 

fusion model is as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Alarm data generated by security 

defense equipment

Original alarm data

Format unified data

Receive new alarm data

Classified alarm data

Time interval 

threshold value 

library

Fusion ？

Super-alarm

Alarm data processing

Alarm fusion
Alarm data input

Select rule classification 

according to characteristics

Time interval threshold 

value comparison

Yes No

 

Figure 1. Alarm Fusion Model Figure 

In allusion to the calculation for the mean value and the relative square error of the 

time interval, the optimization algorithm thought in literature [5] is introduced in this 

paper, and the intermediate alarms are adopted to save the sum and the quadratic sum of 

the time intervals of the adjacent original alarms in the alarm sequence. At the arrival of a 

new original alarm, the parameters of the new alarm and the intermediate alarm are 

directly calculated, and there is no need to calculate the time intervals of all former 

alarms. 
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The updated time interval threshold value is as follows: 
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  * avgavgT                                                 (11) 

The multi-component system form of intermediate alarm S is as follows: (id, 

detector_id, alarm_class, src_ip, dst_ip, dst_port, start_time, end_time, alarm_count, TA, 

TB, orig_alarmids, T), wherein TA is the sum of the adjacent time intervals of all original 

incidents; TB is the quadratic sum of the adjacent time intervals of all original incidents; 

T is the present time interval threshold value. 

The algorithm flow chart of the alarm fusion is as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Alarm Fusion Algorithm Flow Chart 

The pseudo code of the algorithm is as follows: 

Public void cluster(){ 

Match rules A1, A2, A3 and A4; 

If Meet the time interval threshold value){ 

clusting(currentAlert,nextAlert);// Fuse two alarms 

updateTime（）; // Update time interval threshold value } 

else{ currentAlert= nextAlert；// Update present alarm 

continue; //In case of rules satisfaction but time dissatisfaction, interrupt and restart } 

} 

Public void clusting(Alert a, Alert b){ 

Firstly, judge which rule among A1, A2, A3 and A4 does mode belong to 

Update the type of the super-alarm, source ip, destination ip and destination port 

according to types; 

Update the start time of the super-alarm; 

Update the mode of the super-alarm; 

Increase the super-alarm fusion number; 

} 

Public void updateTime（）{ 

Calculate the time interval; 
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Calculate the present mean value according to intermediate alarms TA and TB; 

Calculate the present relative mean square error coefficient;  

Calculate the present new time interval T’; 

alarm_A1.T=T  ; // Update the time threshold value of the corresponding type in the 

time interval threshold value library;} 

 

3. Experiment and Result Analysis 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, the simulation environment is 

correspondingly established in the laboratory. Figure 3 is the topological graph of the 

simulation environment, wherein the virtual machine (Windows 2000 system) established 

through the virtual platform of the laboratory is adopted as the target machine to provide 

FTP service, Web service, database service and terminal service; the attack host is 

installed with two virtual machines of which the systems are respectively Windows 2000 

Professional and Backtrack5, for attacking the target machine; the intrusion detection 

system is installed with Fedora17 and Snort 2.9.4.1 and is configured with corresponding 

rules; the firewall is also configured with corresponding rules and is installed on the main 

line; moreover, the log server is configured in the network for collecting syslog alarm logs 

generated in the network. These tools, Nmap, Metasploit, X-Scan and Hping, are mainly 

selected to attack the target machine in this test, and the attacks generated thereby include: 

scanning, exploitation of vulnerability, password guess, web attack and denial of service 

attack. 

 

Windows Virtual Machine IP:192.168.74.130

Linux Virtual Machine IP:192.168.74.129

Attack Host
IP:10.11.3.12

Exchanger

Firewall 

Target Machine Intrusion Detection

Target Machine IP:10.11.8.14

Log Server
Internet

 

Figure 3. Topological Graph of Simulation Environment 

In order to measure the fusion degree of the alarm fusion algorithm, we have defined 

the fusion degree concept, namely: 

Fusion Degree = [(Number of Original Alarms – Number of Super-alarms)/Number of 

Original Alarms] *100% 

Figure 4 shows the original alarm data collected by snort for ftp password guess. 

Firstly, it is necessary to preprocess these alarms to respectively analyze alarm type, 

equipment ID, source IP, destination IP, destination port, start time and end time; then, it 

is necessary to implement fusion analysis for the preprocessed data. Table 1 shows the 

fused super-alarm data. In the super-alarm attributes, not only the original alarm data 

attributed, but also the number of alarms, the alarm pattern and original alarm id set are 

reserved in order to trace the original alarm data. 
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Figure 4. A Segment of Original Alarms Collected by Snort 

Table 1. Fused Super-Alarm Data 

ID 

detector

_ 

id 

alarm_class src_ip dst_ip 
dst_ 

port 

start_ 

time 

end_ 

time 

alarm_ 

count 

attack

_ 

mode 

Orig_ 

alarmids 

10324

0 
IDS001 

POLICY-

OTHER FTP 

anonymous 

login attempt 

10.11.

3.12 

10.11.

8.14 
21 

11:36:

23 

11:36:

26 
7 A1 

119;120;

121;122;

123;125;

126 

10324

1 
IDS001 

PROTOCOL

-FTP no 

password 

10.11.

3.12 

10.11.

8.14 
21 

11:36:

25 

11:36:

27 
2 A1 124;127 

10324

2 
IDS001 

PROTOCOL

-FTP Bad 

login 

10.11.

3.12 

10.11.

8.14 
21 

11:36:

27 

11:36:

29 
5 A1 

128;129; 

130;131; 

132 

 

Through the attack simulation experiment for one week, an optional segment of data is 

selected as the experimental data. Specifically, the total alarm data volumes of the types 

with relatively high quantity of alarms during different time periods are as shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Total Alarm Data Volumes of Several Types in Different Time 
Periods 
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The experimental data include 18,232 entries of IDS alarm data, and the proposed 

fusion method is adopted for the alarm data fusion, and the fusion result is as shown in 

Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Fusion Result 

We have selected FTP related three types of alarms for fusion analysis, and the fusion 

result is as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. FTP Related Three Types of Alarm Fusion Results 

High fusion rate for the fusion of several thousands of NETBIOS related alarms is 

obtained as shown in Figure 8: 
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Figure 8. NETBIOS Related Two Types of Alarm Fusion Results 
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In order to verify the fusion degree of the algorithm in real enterprise network 

environment, we particularly select the data collected by a certain research institute (note: 

national secret unit) in one day for the fusion analysis, and the fusion result is as shown in 

Figure 9: 
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Figure 9. Fusion Results of Alarms Generated by Different Ids of a Research 
Institute in One Day 

The fixed time interval threshold value, the fusion algorithm based on the relative 

mean square error threshold value of the time interval proposed in literature 5 and the 

alarm fusion algorithm based on dynamic time interval threshold value proposed in this 

paper are respectively adopted for the data collected thereby for relevant comparison, and 

the result is as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of Results of Multiple Fusion Methods 

Method 

Fixed Time Interval 

Threshold Value 

Method (Time 

interval threshold 

value: 30s) 

Method in Literature 

5 (relative mean 

square error 

threshold value 

should be given in 

advance) 

The Proposed 

Dynamic Time 

Interval Threshold 

Value Method 

Fusion 

Degree 

87.6% 

(Mean Value) 

92.3% 

(Mean Value) 

94.5% 

(Mean Value) 

 

According to the experiment result comparison shown in Table 2, the proposed method 

can obtain more accurate super-alarm and higher fusion rate under the same experimental 

data. The fixed time interval threshold value and the fusion algorithm based on the 

relative mean square error threshold value proposed in literature [5] need a lot of 

experiments to determine an optimum threshold value. The time interval threshold value 

in this paper is dynamically updated, so there is no need to determine a threshold value in 

advance according to the expert knowledge and the proposed algorithm is a dynamic 

adjustment method able to meet different network and attack speed requirements, thus 

more favorable for real-time alarm processing. 

 

4. Conclusion 

According to the analysis of the alarm data of such security defense equipment as IDS 

and firewall, an improved multi-source heterogeneous alarm clustering method is 

proposed in this paper. Specifically, the data fusion analysis technology is adopted for this 

method to comprehensively analyze such attributes as alarm type, source IP, destination 

IP, destination port and time so as to summarize four rules and dynamically update the 

time interval threshold value during the clustering process. The experiment result shows 
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that the method can obtain accurate super-alarm data and the fusion degree thereof is 

higher than that of any other method. 
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